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Introduction

Results: Comparison with Spatial ICA

• Existing tools for analyzing fMRI in naturalistic stimulus paradigm often
assume perfect temporal synchronization between subjects, which may not
be valid due to differing latencies to stimuli across subjects

(a) Sample spatial maps: spatial activations of the auditory and visual
networks from our method are visually similar with sICA’s
BSA + NASCAR

(c) Time series of auditory network: both ours and sICA’s are highly correlated with loudness of
movie 1’s soundtrack; ours has a higher correlation.
Movie 1 soundtrack loudness segment

Spatial ICA [6]

• Intersubject correlation (ISC)

- Yields limited information about brain response patterns

Auditory
Network

• Independent Component Analysis (ICA)

Pearson correlation with ground truth
- Ours: 0.61
- Spatial ICA: 0.54

- Imposes independence constraint on spatial or temporal domain
- This constraint may not be physiologically realistic

• Our framework: BrainSync Alignment (BSA) + NASCAR

- BSA [1][2]: temporally synchronizes fMRI across subjects [1][2]
- NASCAR [3]: gradient-based tensor decomposition method
- Provides rich information
Spatial activations, temporal dynamics, subject participation levels of common networks
- With a parsimonious model
Each network is represented as an outer product of 3 vectors
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(d) Prediction of other movies’ loudness: Mapping the auditory time series to other movies with
BrainSync to predict corresponding loudness sequences; our temporal representation has a higher
correlation for all movies Table. Pearson correlation of predicted loudness and ground truth

Space
(b) Inter-network spatial correlations: our method does not impose
statistical independence constraint like ICA, so spatial correlations across
networks are non-zero v.s. all zero in sICA’s case
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(e) Data reconstruction error: our method has a smaller reconstruction error than sICA. Note sICA’s
temporal mode is fitted with least squares individual-wise.
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